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Scheduled for ABC 11 a.m. news (2:00p.m. our time)

As Democratic Vice Presidential hopeful Walter Mondale spoke to
California labor leaders, reports circulated today that President
Ford called Ronald Reagan on Labor Day to discuss Reagan's replacing
Dole as Vice Presidential candidate because of Dole's name being
linked with an investigation into illegal campaign contributions. It
has now been learned that the so-called Reagan conversation was
a story planted by a publicist working on the Mondale-Carter
campaign. We asked Presidential Press Secretary Ron Nssen,
"Is there any truth to the story?" Nessen said, "Absolutely not.
The President to my knowledge has not talked to Governor Reagan
since the much-publicized conversation of several days ago."
The question persists whether this was an eager publist
of dirty tricks in campaign 1976.

or the start

(They have no comment as yet from Democratic headquarters.
They have spoken to Governor Reagan and he has reinforced Nessen 1 s
denial. This report will be updated hourly throughout the day, as
new information becomes available.)
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HERMAN:

Senator Mondale, there's been a lot of talk about candi-

dates for public office accepting plane trips and train trips and golf
club visits and other kinds of amenities of that kind.

Have you ever

accepted any of that kind of amenity from anybody, and is it a good or
a bad idea?
SEN. MONDALE:

It's a bad

idea~

and I have not.

It seems to me

that in public life, it is terribly important that we establish standards that provide an example for the American people of how all of us
should behave.

In government you have a great deal of power; you have

a great deal of influence; and it's not as though those visits and trips
necessarily compromise you in the exercise of your duties--sometimes it
might--but it's the fact that it gives an appearance that a public
servant might not be fully committed to his duties of public service.
And for that reason, I think it's very important, not only to behave in
way~

an independent
ANNOUNCER:

but act in a way that shows that you're independent.

From CBS News, Chicago, a spontaneous and unrehearsed

news interview on FACE THE NATION, with Senator Walter F. !1ondale of
Minnesota, the Democratic vice presidential candidate.

Senator Mondale

will be questioned by CBS News Correspondent Jed Duvall, by Washington
Post Political Correspondent Lou

Cannon~

and by CBS News Correspondent

George Herman.
HEID~N:

Senator Mondale, I just want to revert to my opening

question for a moment to make sure that I understood you correctly.
There have been rumors and reports about almost every candidate that I
can think of--he went to the golf club, he accepted an airplane flight
from a friend who happens to be in business--so yoo are saying that you
have never accepted any such free amenities of any kind?
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SEN. MONDALE:

That's correct.

Now, I've gone out to dinner with

friends and so on, but I have not done that sort of thing.
CANNON:

You talked, in your reply, about the importance of giving

an appearance of complete propriety.

In 1971, according to a report

filed with Congress, less than three months after you co-sponsored
legislation to raise milk price supports, you received a 5,000-dollar
contribution from the Associated Milk Producers.

Does that--if that's

correct--does that accord with your idea of giving no impression that
you might be beholden to some lobbyist group?
SEN. MONDALE:

Well, may I say, I come from the second largest

dairy state in the union.

I was for 90 per cent of parity, minimum

price supports, when I was four years old.

In our state, it's very

important, and I think we're right in wanting the dairy farmer to have
a decent return so he'll stay in dairying, so we can produce the milk
that this country needs.

And that we're doing.

I don't think anybody

in Minnesota thinks there's any relationship between that contribution,
which indeed is a very modest one, on my behalf, and my consistent support for dairy minimum price supports. One of our arguments against
is
this administration/that they twice vetoed minimum price support legislation, and that my opponent on the Republican ticket voted to sustain
those vetoes.

Let me say one other point.

I think the whole present

system of private financing of campaigns for public office, however,
leads to tile implications that is raised in your question, and I have
always supported, for that reason, public financing of campaigns, where
the public, through the dollar checkoff, finances a campaign, so that
neither directly or indirectly, or through implication, we have to
speculate about whether there is a commitment that goes with private
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financing.

We can do that either by an outright public financing, pro-

hibiting any private contributions, or we can do it by putting severe
limits on individual contributions and having a public match.
I have always been in favor of that, because it does give the
appearance of a possibility of conflict of interest, and it puts us in
a terrible position of trying to say, oh, no, we weren't influenced by
a contribution.

And particularly in this age when people have had

their public trust and faith shaken so often, it is very difficult for
us to try to argue that we were not.
influenced.

And so !--I'm saying I was not

I've always been for that position.

have a system in America

But I'd much rather

where those kinds of questions would not be

raised.
DUVALL:

Did I get it from the first part of your answer to Mr.

Cannon's question. about that contribution, when you said, I'm from a
dairy state-'SEN. MONDALE:
DUVALL:

Right.

Is--do you mean to imply that there's some special

license-SEN. MONDALE:
DUVALL:

No--

--if you come from a state, say, a tobacco state or a

particular state, that that adds to the validity of-a contribution?
SEN. MONDALE:

No, but what I was saying is that being in that--

in a state like Minnesota, with a large population of dairy farmers,
I've always had a great interest, as their representative, in dairy
farming, and I've had a position all my life in support of decent programs for dairy farmers.

And what I was really trying to say--that in

light of that commitment and the rest, that I think that contribution
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was an exceedingly small one.
HEID4AN:

How do you--this brings up a whole sort of question of

how you square a politician's--an elected official's duty to his constituents with his broader concept.

For example, the whole Carter-

Mondale ticket is very strongly for tax reform--you have always been
very strongly for tax reform; you've also always been fairly strongly-or frequently have been fairly strongly for tax benefits for certain
groups in Minnesota.
helped IDS.

Now you've sponsored a provision that would have

You actively supported a provision which would have given

some big grain companies a total of some thirty or more million dollars in tax relief.

How do you square this broad concept of wanting

to reform taxes with this more parochial state concept of wanting to
help thepeople in your state by putting in loopholes?
SEN. MONDALE:

Well, the fact is that my record in the United

States Senate in favor of tax reform is one of the best in the United
States Senate.

My opponent's record 1 and the record of Mr. Ford, when

he was in the-HERMAN:

But I'm interested in the internal contradiction that's

in your own-SEN. MONDALE:
HER}~N:

Well» 1--

Mr. Dole is another program.

SEN. MONDALE:

Yes, but I think--! think I'm going to be able to

demonstrate to you that I've had a solid record of tax reform, including-HERMAN:

Well, I believe I sort of stated that as my

SEN. MONDALE:
HERMAN:

premise~

Well--

--that you do have a record of tax reform, and I'm trying
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to find out how you square these little deviations.
SEN. MONDALE:
HERMAN:

I'm trying to answer the question.

Excuse me.

SEN. MONDALE:

And many of the tax changes that I have sponsored

would increase dramatically taxes on Minnesota businesses.

For example,

I've sponsored legislation, fought for legislation to repeal these tax
shelters.
that.

Well, there are many people in Minnesota

who~ benefit from

I sponsored legislation to eliminate the foreign tax. deferral.

There are many Minnesota businesses that benefit from that.

I've spon-

sored legislation in many other areas--for example, rolling back substantially the DISC benefits.

Well, we have many exporting companies

in Minnesota that would lose a lot of money on that.

So what I'm say-

ing is that I have consistently supported legislation, time after time,
which increases taxes on my own constitutents.

That's the point I

wanted to make.
'Now the two amendments that you refer to--one had no revenue implications whatsoever.

It wasn't a tax on IDS that they were talking

about; it was a tax on an individual who held a certificate, and it
didn't affect the tax; it affected the time in which the tax would be
paid--that is, when the--the time when the holder received the money.
So I think that there's just absolutely no question that one of the
great differences between these two tickets is that we consistently
support, advocate tax reform.

Our record shows that we've been willing

to do that, including in tough circumstances where it can hurt in one's
own state.

And on the other side, we have Mr. Ford and Mr. Dole, who

have one of the worst records in favor of tax loopholes and in favor
of increasing taxes on the average American that you can possibly
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imagine.
CANNON:

Well, Senator, you have advocated tax reform, but as a

member of the Senate Finance Committee you've also talked about the
necessity of compromising with Russell Long, whose ideas on tax reform
are different than yours.

Now if you're--if Carter is elected and

you're there presiding over the Senate, whose idea of tax reforms are
going to prevail?

Are you going to try to push Russell Long around?

Are you going to try to push tax reform through that committee?

Or are

you going to continue to say, well, we have to compromise with loopholes, which I know you personally don't agree with?
SEN. MONDALE:

As you know, if we're going to have tax reform in

this country--and we've had a long history of being frustrated in trying
to achieve it--what we really need is presidential leadership.

Under

Mr. Nixon, under Mr. Ford, the leadership has been in just the opposite
direction.

For example, last year--this year again--the President has

proposed reducing taxes on businesses by 20 billion dollars of additional relief by 1980, even though just a few days ago there was a
report

that~ten

major corporations paid nothing at all in income taxes

because of the present preferences in the tax law.

Ford Motor Company

reported income of over 800 million dollars in two years--not only
didn't owe any federal income taxes, but actually got a rebate of something like 180 million dollars.
Now if we're going to have tax equity--and none of these loopholes
are available to the average American; they can hire the best tax
attorney in town; they'll never find any loopholes for them, because
there aren't any--what we need to do is to end these preferences that
permit things like that to occur, and then with the revenue we pick up,
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bring some relief to the average American.

It takes presidential

leadership to do that.
Now the President--now Mr. Carter has been very careful to state-and I think he's done so properly--that in the development of tax laws,
tax reform, it's important to take some time to carefully develop a
plan that makes sense, that's fair to business, that yet deals with the
preferences that permit some of these outrageous tax fictions to be
used to avoid all or most of the taxes.

In the development of that

plan, the President would work with everyone.

He would work with the

Chairman of the Finance Committee, Russell Long; he would work with
Congressman Ullman.

That doesn't mean that they would agree, but cer-

tainly, in order to develop a plan there ought to be close consultation.

Presidential leadership can differ from congressional leader-

ship's points of view, and it doesn't--and as long as it's respectful,
yet forceful, I see nothing inconsistent with that.
CANNON:

But you're suggesting, Senator, that there is not a real

fundamental difference between you and Mr. Carter and Senator Long and
some of the other leadership-SEN. MONDALE:
CANNON:

There may very well--

If can just ask the question, how do you propose to recon-

cile the very real differences?

These outrageous tax fictions have

been approved by Democratic Congresses and by the Senate Finance Committee.
SEN. MONDALE:

Well, first of all, there may well be--as my first

answer suggests--basic differences between our final proposals for tax
reform and some of the views of those in the Congress.

But leadership

is required to develop public support, support in the Congress, to
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adopt that--those measures.

And to the extent

possible~

however, we

should try to reach an agreement with the leadership to see if we can't
reconcile as many of these differences as possible; and that, of course,
that approach is a long overdue reform in our government, because for
eight years there's been utterly no communications between our Presiden~and

the Congress.

It's been a very hostile, non-communicative

environment, and the cost to the public respect and the cost to this
country in terms of trying to solve problems because there isn't such
efforts to compromise and work together, has been a great expense to
the American people.
What I'm saying is that a President can disagree with congressional leadership and still work with them and still have their
respect.

I think that's what we need.
(MORE)
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HERMAN:

I'm afraid I got a little lost there.

As I understood

Mr. Cannon's question, what he was asking was, would you be doing pretty
much the same thing with Russell Long and others in the Committee after
a Carter-Mondale ticket got in, as you're doing now, and my conclusion,
that
after I boiled down those two rather lengthy answers, is/the answer is
pretty much yes, you would be doing pretty much the same thing you do
now -- with the addition of pressure from the White House.

Is that

about the summary of what you were saying?
SEN. MONDALE:

What I was saying -- now, I have a record in the

Senate Finance Committee of trying to work in a balanced and mature way
with people on that Committee with whom I disagree.

In some cases,

Senator Long and I have agreed in things, and sometimes we disagree.
I've often disagreed with Senator Long, and I've often agreed with him,
and we've fought where we disagreed in the Senate Committee, we fought
each other where we disagreed on the Senate floor, and I see nothing
wrong with that.

What's been missing, and the reason we've never had

effective tax reform in this country, is that we haven't had Presidential leadership to help those of us in the Congress that have been
fighting all alone to try to get this reform.

For example, when you

want tax reform -HERMAN:
summation.

But then, I was substantially right, was I not, in my

You're saying you would be doing pretty much the same thing

but with the addition of leadership from the White House.
SEN. MONDALE:
DUVALL:

I think that's correct.

Senator, we have been going through some bad inflation

since 1973, and this is one of your, if not the main issue.
about unemployment, you talk about inflation.

You talk

You blame the Republicans,
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period.

But anyone who has taken even a casual look at this knows that

the Vietnam war had a lot to do with inflation and

employment rates,

and that the Arab oil boycott and other world factors--th~. !lations. are
very interdependent.
SEN. MONDALE:

Now why do you leave those out?

I mean --

Well, the oil boycott might be a good place to begin

because the real issue there was not whether we would have to· pay more
for Arab oil --we knew we would.-- ~ut whether we would adopt the
Administration's policy of an immediate decontrol of U.S. produced oil.
If they had had their way, today the average family in this country
would be paying between $500 and $600 more this year simply for the cost
of purchasing energy, directly or indirectly, than they are now paying.
We fought for nearly two years to get this Administration to realize
that just because the OPEC, the Arab cartel, charges a tremendous price
for oil for political reasons, was no justification for letting U.S.
pr.oduced oil rise to the same level.

Now, we won that fight, partially,

and"having won that, we've saved a good deal of money.

It's better

than it would have been.
DUVALL:

Well, what you say here, and what you say on the campaign

trail, leaves the impression that this was all done in this country by
Republicans, or whoever, when we know that there were some world fac
tors that were not controlled and couldn't be controlled by any Americans.
SEN. MONDALE:

But it's a good point, you see.

What I am saying

is that this Administration has applied the wrong remedy for inflation.
They have assumed that inflation results from excess demand.
dollars chasing too few goods, causing inflation.

Too many

And that's wrong.

It's sort of like going to the doctor with a broken leg and being given
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chemotherapy to cure cancer.

You get sick from the treatment and your

leg gets worse because you're not taking care of it.

We have not been,

for two or three years, in any kind of environment where we've had
excess demand.

Since they think that's the case, they have pursued a

policy of massive unemployment to try to dampen down demand, and they've
been very successful.

We have the highest unemployment rate since the

Great Depression, and it's getting worse.

But since the remedy had

nothing to do with the source of the problem, they've given us high
unemployment, but inflation is getting worse.

Now, what has been

happening the last two or three years, are what is called cost push
factors.

Republican policies of high interest rates -- just one per

cent on the cost of a house, the average house, increases the cost of
that house by $13,000 -- that means that interest rate policies have a
tremendous impact on inflation.

Secondly, the failure of this qdmin-

istration to effectively enforce the antitrust laws -- one of the big
reasons why, even in the midst of a recession and high unemployment,
prices rise, is that we have certain, what economists call administered
price sectors, big companies that so control a particular sector of the
economy that they are able to raise prices tremendously, even though
demand has slackened.

For example, the aluminum industry.

There's a

report in the Council of Price Stability
HERMAN:
as under.

Those companies grew under Democratic presidents as well

~ep.ub_li_e;an pres~dents.

SEN. MONDALE:

Yeah, but let me just finish this point, because

the question was, how do you deal with inflation, and I think it's very,
very important to answer this question completely so that it can be
seen that there are ways of attacking inflation, and none of them are
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being pursued today.

Just take the aluminum industry.

For example,

there's a report in the Council of Price Stability stating that the
aluminum industry is gouging the American public with prices that are
clear out of line.

What did the

~dministration

do?

They didn't try to

suppress the prices, they tried to suppress the report.

And there has

not been a single felony case brought under the Price Fixing Act since
1974.

So you need strong enforcement of the . antitrust law.
DUVALL:

controls.

One of the things you may have to use is wage and price

Do you favor those?

SEN. MONDALE:

We do not need those now, and I hope we never would.

Because we do not have excess demand.
tive jawboning policy.

But what we do need is a selec-

In other words, just like John Kennedy, in

1960, stood up to the steel industry, when it was trying to rip off the
American people, and said, now you keep those prices in line so we can
have price stability, and we did for several years.

There were several

years in the '60's when our inflation rate was only about one per cent.
It was simply because of the leadership.
CANNON:

Well, Senator, those were years when you had the Vietnam

war fueling the economy.

Do you want to say that's a way to have

control?
SEN. MONDALE:
inflation point.

I want to get back to -- I just want to finish the
The other thing is taxes.

This administration has

constantly been pushing for higher payroll taxes,for shifting tax burdens away from corporations and wealthy Americans on to average Americans, pulling back from federal support for state and local education
and the rest, which means local real estate taxes are increasing, and
the combination of their economic policies and their tax policies also
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is increasing the inflationary pressures on the average family.

And I

say this without any contradiction --that this administration's economic
policies are a scandal, they have given us the worst unemployment we've
had since the Great Depression, and they don't care.

They have runaway

inflation, which is getting worse, and they have no plans, and this has
got to be solved and it will not be solved with a Democratic (sic)
administration.
CANNON:

Well, we just touched on something -- we just touched on

SEN. MONDALE:

Let me just answer that question, if I might, be-

cause the answer of the Republicans then is a typical Republican answer,
a debating point,

because they know they have no remedies for this

ridiculous economic situation that's causing so much harm to the American people.

So they say, oh, the Democrats succeeded because of war.

Now there isn't an economist which says what they think about the
quality of American economy.

There is absolutely no need for a military

buildup or for a war for economic full employment healthy economy.

In

a

fact,/war disturbs and dislocates the economy.
that can happen.

It's the worst thing

From 1960 to 1966, before there was any buildup in

Vietnam that had any economic consequences whatsoever, because of
reasonable, stimulative, fiscal monetary policies under a Democratic
Administration that wanted to put America back to work, we were able to
reduce unemployment from seven per cent down to four per cent, and we
were able to add several million to the work force, and we did it with
a stable dollar, and it was the war at the end of the '60s that helped
create some of this inflation.

But none of that inflation is with us

anymore, nor has it been for several years, and to say you can't have a
sound economy, as the Republicans are now saying, with full employment
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without war, I think is a good issue.

We can do it without a war.

They seem to suggest they can't do it without a war.
CANNON:

Governor Carter summarized this a few weeks ago.

He sai0

that you're going to go all out after unemployment and take your
chances with inflation.
SEN. MONDALE:

Is that what you're really saying in this

Well, what I'm really saying, as you've heard

several times, Mr. Cannon, is that we're going to attack both.

Intell5

gent economic policies requires an all out effort to put people back to
work.

The personal humility -- humiliation, the personal damage of

unemployment visited upon millions of American families by these Republican policies is disgraceful.

But you also have to fight inflation.

Inflation today is at a rate three times higher than under the Democrats.

We did a better job of putting people back to work.

much better job of keeping prices under control.
like this crowd has it.

We did a

We never had deficits

Why, last year their deficits in one year

were greater than all the eight years that the Democrats were in power,
and their deficits in these eight years are greater than the 192 years'
previous history of this country.

You can't solve the problems of this

country without putting people to work and without having a President
with the courage to stand up and fight inflation.

You will have neither

under this administration.
DUVALL:

Can I change the subject?

SEN. MONDALE:

You spend a lot of time --

I wish you wouldn't. :I'm enjoying it.

DUVALL: ·You've spent a lot of time studying intelligence.

(LAUGHTER).
Fidel

Castro charged that the CIA sabotaged the plane that crashed in the
Barbados last week.

Do you think that he could be correct about that,

and, please follow that with, will there be a Carter-Mondale Adminis-
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tration opening to Cuba if you are elected?
SEN. MONDALE:

To answer the first question, or last question

first, yesterday Mr. Carter said, and I agree with him, that until we
have an agreement with Cuba to stop their mischief around the world,
and there is a better basis for it, he would not anticipate diplomatic
recognition.

Second thing is, our government has said that we were not

involved in that, and I accept their statement.
issue.

But it raises another

For so many years, over different administrations, we've become

involved with covert, dirty tricks around the world, that were the
subject of our report, attempted assassinations, undermining the government of Chile, and so on, our dirty tricks in Angola, that -- and that
heJps say why that's dangerous, because it shows that we have resorted
to tactics in the past that were beneath the standard and the values of
the American people.

And whenever you do that, the chickens come home

to roost and you get blamed for everything.
HERMAN:

With those chickens, Senator, we've run out of time.

Thank you very much for being our guest today on Face the Nation.
SEN. MONDALE:
ANNOUNCER:

Thank you very much.
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MR. AGRONSKY:

Good evening.

After every presidential election,

the name of the game is why did the winners win, why did the losers
lose?

And tonight we begin the Agronsky at Large series with the

answers to those questions from two of the four men best qualified to
provide those answers.
States~.

They are Vice-President-elect of the United

Senator Walter Mondale of Minnesota, and the man he defeated

in the contest for the vice presidential office, Senator Robert Dole
of Kansas.

We start with Senator Mondale.

Two years ago, the Vice-President-elect withdrew from the
party's presidential competition, and he said then he didn't want to
do what a politician must do to seek the presidency.

Yet, he accepted

this year his party's vice presidential nomination, and he fought as
hard as any man could to win this office that brings him to the
proverbial heartbeat away from the presidency.
Senator Mondale, many people feel, now that you are the VicePresident-elect of the United States, and even though you have
explained why you withdrew initially from the presidential race by
saying that any man who wanted to be president has to be willing to
go through the fire, and you weren't at that time, many people would
like to know what you feel now about this whole business of the
presidency and the vice presidency.
SEN. MONDALE:
I got out.

Well, I'm glad I ran for president, and I'm glad

There was another part of that statement that I made in

'74 when I withdrew that didn't get any coverage, but was very important

to my decision to withdraw, and that was that I'd spent about

a year running for president part-time, because I insisted on doing
my Senate work.

That meant evenings, weekends, recesses and so
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on, and it was clear to me that if I wanted to be a serious candidate
for president that I had to abandon the Senate, and I wasn't willing
to do that.

And the sense, you know, of trying to do two jobs poorly

I couldn't tolerate, and I think I did the right thing.

I pulled out,

and I'm glad I did.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Well, of the vice presidency itself, I think you

said once when you were asked about it that if you were required to
take over the presidency, you said--and whether you would feel yourself capable of really being president--you didn't know, that you
hoped and you prayed that you would be.

Well, again, how are you

feeling about that now in terms of being president?
SEN. MONDALE:

I don't know how anybody can be certain that

they'd be a good president.
I don't know.

I certainly would hope I could be, but

I would give it all I had if that point carne about.

I didn't, however, seek the vice presidency with the notion that I
was going to become president.

I did it because I wanted to help Mr.

Carter become president, and help his administration do many things
that I think this country needs so desperately.

We've had dead-

locked government now for eight years, and I think that's--a lot of
the frustration that Americans feel is traceable, whether they know
it or not, to just this constant collision and impasse that's existed
over eight years, with people posturing as to who's to blame rather
than getting the job done.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Well, let's take it back to you personally.

When

you took the vice presidency, the offer of Carter to be his partner,
you've never really explained in any detail what went on between you
and Mr. Carter at that point.

How did he talk to you?
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SEN. MONDALE:

Well, as you know, he invited Joan and me to

Plains, where we met with he and his wife, Rosalynn, and I spent two
or three hours talking with him.
along very well.

And I sensed then we were getting

I liked him immediately; he liked me; and there was a

direct candor, and I told him exactly what I was concerned about, and
he told me what he was concerned about.
questions, which I liked.

He asked me several tough

I like--

MR. AGRONSKY:

What kind of tough questions?

SEN. MONDALE:

Oh, he was worried that--for example, I had said

I wasn't--the very statement you talked about, that I didn't want to
spend my life at Holiday Inns.

He wondered about whether I really

had, you know, the drive to campaign well.

He, I think, basically

wanted to know whether we were compatible personally, whether we
could get along well.

And I sensed right away that we did, and it

was a very satisfactory meeting, in any event.

I didn't know whether

he was going to pick me or not, but I came away convinced that we
could get along.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Yeah.

Well, now, look, you've been on the Hill

quite a while, you've watched a lot of vice presidents operate; and
I think you must have as great an awareness as anybody of the nature
of the vice presidential office, at least as it's been in the past.
What always happens is that traditionally the President-elect says of
the

Vice-President-~lect,

it's going to be different this time.

He's

going to be an activist, the Vice President. I'm really going to give
jobs to do.
him /That's what he says, but it never happens. It never has happened
in the past, really.
example of it?

Last night in Plains, I wonder if that was an

Now here you were--the President-elect and Vice
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President-elect in Plains--but it was Jimmy Carter who stepped up on
the platform.

It was the Vice-President-elect who sat down there in

that little church pew that they brought from somewhere or other.
All the questions were addressed to the President-elect.

The Vice-

President-elect was a bystander, or, to use Vice-President Rockefeller's term for it, standby equipment.
standby equipment.
future?

You really looked like

What was going on there?

Is this an omen of the

I mean, is this what's going to happen?

SEN. MONDALE:

You know that there is only one president in any

administration, that's the President.

A Vice-President is not an

alternative president, nor should anyone think he is.

It was my

feeling--and I told Governor Carter that--that I thought that the
newsmen wanted to ask the President-elect questions about what he
intended to do, and questions of that
going to ask me any questions.

ki~d,

and that they weren't

And for that reason I thought it made

a ,lot more sense to do it the way we did.
I'm not--maybe I could answer this question a little differently,
because it goes to why I think the vice presidency can be important.
First of all, Governor Carter and I get along very well, I think unusually well.

Secondly, I think he values my advice.

His idea of

how we should proceed in this transition period was exactly xhe same
as I was going to recommend to him.
day.

We had that long talk the other

What I want-MR. AGRONSKY:

Explain that to me.

SEN. MONDALE:

Well, I want--where I think I can best help this

administration succeed--and that's what I'm most interested in--is to
be able to just be with the President-elect as he considers all the
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crucial issues, read all the same material, classified and the rest,
as he reads, sit with him as he goes through the process of selecting
key cabinet and other officials, and then permit me privately to tell
the President-elect what I think makes most sense.

I think that's

the way that I can-MR. AGRONSKY:

You're going to have an input, then, on policy

and people?
SEN. MONDALE:

That's exactly what he said last night.

That's

what he told me privately, and I--for example, I've just received the
same briefing papers that he has.
with him

durin~

I will be in Plains.

I will be

most of these meetings, and reviewing the same

materials he does, but in an advisory role.

And that's exactly what

I want to do, and I was very, very appreciative of Governor Carter
for, you know--because that shows a lot of confidence.

As far as I'm

concerned, that's exactly what I wanted to do, and that's what he
wanted me to do; so I feel very good about it.
MR. AGRONSKY:

You feel good about it.

Then you really feel

that there is--this'll be the first time there'll be a stark breakthrough, that you're not going to be standby equipment.
SEN. MONDALE:

I'm sure that that's not going to happen, but in

any event, it's also a role that I have to earn.

In other words, if

my advice is sound, if it's helpful, then I think that this kind of
relationship will be assured.

If I don't do well, if the advice is

not good and the rest, then I imagine I would have a different role.
In other words, he's given me the chance now to earn this special
role that's rarely existed between a vice president and a president.
If I do well, I think I'll earn it.
.·

~
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MR. AGRONSKY:

You know, there's one curious thing about the

relationship of Mr. Carter and yourself-SEN. MONDALE:

Let me back up just a minute, if I can--

MR. AGRONSKY:

Yeah--

SEN. MONDALE:

You said that no vice-president ever had a

significant role.

I don't think that's quite accurate.

I think in

many ways Vice-President Humphrey played a significant role in the
Johnson administration.

He certainly ranged across a whole wide

spectrum of domestic issues.

He played quite a role with the mayors

and the governors, working with the President.

He--I don't think it's

accurate to say that vice-presidents have not had a significant role.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Well, I think that--I've spoken to Mr. Humphrey

about this myself, and I never felt that he regarded it as a satisfactory role, put it that way.
SEN. MONDALE:

Well, before I went to see Mr. Carter, I went to

see my old friend Hubert to discuss that, and he strongly urged me
to take it if it were offered.

He said--of course, the tragedy of

Viet Nam has scarred that whole later--latter part of that administration, which he recognizes.

If it hadn't been for that, he said

it would have in many ways been one of the most challenging and
meaningful aspects of his career, and he doesn't regret it at all.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Well, no man who is in political life can

possibly ignore that in about the last 25 years or so three vicepresidents have moved to the presidency.

You could never leave that

out of the equation.
SEN. MONDALE:

I want to say one other thing, if I might.

I

think I can prove that my career has been one that's not been overly
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egotistical.
every day.
or such.

In other words, I don't have to be in the headlines
I don't have an urge to, you know, be the front liner

But what I really want is to see this administration succeed.

We've got to put people back to work.

The tragedy of unemployment in

this country is only dimly perceived by many, but it is tragic.
People have to go back to work.

We have to have far more effective

policies to fight inflation that we have.

The government, in my

opinion, has to begin to move in certain areas like housing, health,
environment--just government organization, effectiveness, efficiency;
because there's a growing notion that government can't work, and
there are certain areas where we can't solve our problems unless it
can.

And one of the things that attracts me to Governor Carter is

that he is very conscious and committed to these objectives, and if
I can help him succeed, which I think I can, whatever happens to
Walter Mondale, that, I think, is not an inconsiderable contribution
·to the history of this country, and that satisfies me.
MR. AGRONSKY:
put it this way.

All right.

Now, look, Fritz--Senator--let me

I started to say to you that in a curious way you

are a much better known quantity on the ticket than Mr. Carter.
There is a feeling in the country that I think you ran into yourself
in your campaigning.

It just surfaces constantly in all sorts of

comments from reporters that there is a great deal that is unknown
about this man whom we've now elected to be President of the United
States--in terms of character, in terms of the things that really
move him, what kind of a human being is

this~

Now, it's tough to ask

number two to define number one, but there is a great appetite in the
country.

You've been very close to him.

How do you see this man?,-
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Let me make just one more observation.
that he's inner-driven, they say
ruthless.

Many feel that he is cold,

that he has the capacity to be

It's not always a warm feeling that comes from this man.

Tell me how you see him.
SEN. MONDALE:

I've been around him many, many times, under all

kinds of circumstances and under great pressure.

None of that is

accurate.
MR. AGRONSKY:

None of it?

SEN. MONDALE:

No.

He's a--first, he's very, very bright.

This

man is a gifted man, and this is going to become very, very apparent.

it.

MR. AGRONSKY:

Now you're talking about his intellect--

SEN. MONDALE:

Well, I heard the whole question, and I'll answer

Secondly, he spent an enormous amount of time, both in terms of

experience at state and local level, more than that,really reading a
mountain of material on the federal government.

For a person who has

.not been in Washington, I think he's about as well prepared as
possible, and this transition team that he's set up is outstanding,
tapping the best minds in the country.

Then, he is a warm person,

and he's shown it to me many, many times, and my wife.
with him with his staff.

I've been

He's a very considerate man, and I think

the American people will sense that genuine warmth of leadership as
he goes along.
I think the problem is basically this.

You know, we all say the

time has come to bring an outsider in to shake up Washington, and I
believe that makes sense.

But when a person who hasn't had a record

in the federal government, like being in the Senate or in the House,
or in the executive branch, runs for president, he's automatically
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subject to the kind of attack that was made on him that you don't
know where he stands.

He has no record in the federal government to

turn to as an anchor to justify the credibility of his statements on
a particular issue.

For example, when they would attack me as a gross

dismantler of the Defense Department, I could say, wait a minute, I've
got a record.
baloney.

Here's what I did in the budget committee--that's

When they would say that to Mr. Carter, since he hadn't

been in the Senate, he didn't have that kind of record that he could
point to.

All he had was what he had said on an issue.

And I think that perhaps the shrewdest thing that the Ford
campaign did was to exploit what they knew to be the inability of-MR. AGRONSKY:

To cite the record.

SEN. MONDALE:

--to cite a record, and the other thing is--and

I think this was partly a difficulty that Kennedy had in '60--and
that is, he came to the electorate as the first southerner since
1848 to have a serious chance to be elected.

And there's regional

differences, that is--people wonder about that--there's accent, a
different accent, and his deep religious faith concerned some.
I remember when Kennedy came to Minnesota in '60, you know.
it's nice to be in Minnesoter.

And

He says,

It took us about two weeks to get

over that; he didn't even know how to pronounce our state.

Well, I

think that's part of the problem, and I think one of the great
helped
strengths of the Carter administration will be that he finally/bring
this whole country back together; and it may have been only a
southern leader that could have done it.

And I believe all of these--

MR. AGRONSKY:

You don't see a driving--

SEN. MONDALE:

I predict that all of these artificial--and 1
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think they're artificial--questions that have been raised are going
to disappear almost immediately, just as they did with Kennedy, and
that in Governor Carter we're going to see an outstanding president
that people will like, relate to.
he's very bright.

He's warm, and he's compassionate;

He'll know how to manage this government.

be very quickly apparent, and he's going to run the place.

That'll
And I

think we've needed that.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Well, he chose a superb advocate in you.

SEN. MONDALE:

Well, I told him that.

MR. AGRONSKY:

Senator, a lot of people think that the vice-

presidential debates, which were unique, may have been crucial.

How

did you feel about it?
SEN. MONDALE:

Well, I hope they were helpful.

Dole and I are friends.

You know, Bob

Those are the kinds of things that it's

difficult to comment on, but what I thought above all came across-which was one of the points I kept trying to make in the whole campaign--was the contrast between the two tickets.

They were basically,

in my opinion, what I called a very Republican ticket--nice people,
but very Republican, and. I think with policies that would disappoint
the independents and the moderate Republicans; and I think that contrast came through in that debate.
MR. AGRONSKY:

And I think it was helpful.

Let's look at the one point that everybody

noticed and that seems to have been scored negatively against Dole
by himself, the reference to Democrat wars in which 1,600,000
Americans were killed.
the time of the debate.

You responded to that, but very carefully, at
Looking back at it now, do you think that

perhaps that was a decisive point that damaged Dole much and perhaps
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damaged Mr. Ford, too?
SEN. MONDALE:

I don't know.

after an election, after a debate.

You know, you look at these polls
Governor Carter won clearly.

I

thought he won all three of them, but the polls showed he clearly
won the last two.

I guess there some polls around to indicate the

public responded favorably to that debate, from our standpoint.
think it was helpful, how much, I don't know.

I

And I must say for

Senator Dole, he later said, that's not what I intended to say--in
effect, tried to make it clear that he did not mean that we had
deliberately started a war for partisan reasons.
know, the campaign is over.

Those things happened, and he's made it

clear that that's not what he intended.
bygones are bygones.
again.

And I think, you

As far as I'm concerned,

Let's try to put the country back together

And we're going to need Bob Dole's help.

MR. AGRONSKY:

Yeah.

Listen, take a look at what happened.

You

were.out there, pressing the flesh, in Lyndon Johnson's phrase, talking to people, getting a feel.
most in terms of issues?
SEN. MONDALE:

Yes.

What did you get to feel mattered

Can you spell it out?
Economics, I would say number one, getting

people back to work, dealing with inflation; feeling that we needed
forceful management of government again, that it was floating,
drifting.

And you could put a lot of examples, you know--the dead-

lock in government--just the feeling that somebody had to get a hold
of things.

Then, past that, were a series of issues like the

environment, health, housing, education, foreign policy issues.

But

I think, in my opinion--and then the feeling that they'd been around
for eight years, and maybe it was just a good idea to try something
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different.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Well, look, Senator.

In your list that you just

gave me there are two things that are conspicuous by their absence:
Viet Nam, Watergate.
SEN. MONDALE:

You did deal with Watergate to some extent-My last--you weren't listening carefully.

My

last point, I think, had something to do with that

and~

MR. AGRONSKY:

Yeah?

How?

SEN. MONDALE:

Well, you know, they'd been there eight years,

you know--a lot of Nixon leftovers were still around, and I

think that had something to do with it.

The pardon, I think, had

something to do with it.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Why do you think that?

SEN. MONDALE:

Well, I don't know, but I've seen--

MR. AGRONSKY:

Was this a feel you had?

Did anybody ever talk

to you about it?
SEN. MONDALE:

Yeah, and there were some polls that said as much.

And so--but I don't think that it was a major issue.

I think the

major question was economics.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Was trust a major issue, a feeling in the country,

in effect, that politicians per se were not to be trusted?
SEN. MONDALE:

Yeah, but that affected all of us.

I mean--

MR. AGRONSKY:

It would cut both ways.

SEN. MONDALE:

If there's one thing that'll destroy this c'ountry,

unless it can be corrected, it's this massive feeling out there that
government can't work, politicians don't tell the truth, that there's-that the public process of government is somehow irrelevant, or a
cynical put-on.

That kind of feeling of distrust and cynicism--!
'\.
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think there was a poll last year that said, do politicians lie to you
most of the time?

Sixty-one per cent of the American people said yes.

Just think about that a minute.

That can destroy this nation.

You

know, a democracy is based on trust, and I would say if there's one
thing that Governor Carter and I hope above all we might be able to
do is kind of show by our performance that government can work, it
can be sensitive, it can be close to the American people, it can be
trustworthy, it can obey the law, it can tell the truth and all those
things.

And just maybe we can break through this tremendous feeling

of resistance to those concepts.
I think a lot of the reasons people don't want to trust them,
they're afraid they're going to have their hearts broken again, and
you know, after it's happened enough, they're just reluctant to want
to believe once more, and we hope we can do it.

- M
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MR. AGRONSKY:

Yeah, a feeling you might put in this way, that

politicians promise, but they don't deliver on the promises, they don't
perform.

And then there was a feeling, too, was constantly reported,

and again I'd like to have you critique this in a way, that there was
apathy out there.
SEN. MONDALE:

I think it's all part of the same thing.

MR. AGRONSKY:

But was there apathy in your opinion?

a different thing?
SEN. MONDALE:

Was it frustration?
There was a lot less apathy at the end than there

was a month before the election.
it~

Or was it

It was picking up;

you could feel

and in certain points of the country, there was a historic turn-

out, you know, but in other parts, quite a disappointing turnout, and
I understand the overall voter participation was back about, what,
51 percent?
MR. AGRONSKY:

Yeah.

It was roughly equivalent to '72, I think.

SEN. MONDALE:

We have--we've got to do something to encourage

people to believe again, and I don't think we can simply ask them to
believe.

We have to perform in a way that restores trust, and above

all, we hope to do that.
MR. AGRONSKY:

You know, one of the cynical evaluations of the·

way tkis election came out is that there are just more Democrats than
there are Republicans in the country, that people weren't really
turned on by Jimmy

Carter~

and if you'll forgive my saying so, by you

either--nor were they turned on by Ford.
SEN. I·J!ONDALE:

No, I won't forgive you.

MR. AGRONSKY:

You won't forgive me?

SEN. MONDALE:

All right, I'll listen to the question. (LAUGHTER).

What'll I say?
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MR. AGRONSKY:
Dole.

All right--nor were they turned on by Ford or

Now, is that an unfair evaluation?
SEN. MONDALE:

You know, that last week, Governor Carter had some

of the great crowds in American history--mammoth crowds.

I believe

that he was beginning to turn on the American people and we were--the
last week, we were starting to gain again, and how do you sort that out
relative to what, I don't know.

My crowds tripled in about two weeks,

the last two weeks, fantastic crowds for a vice presidential candidate,
and I didn't sense apathy.

I could just feel that apathy level dropping

dramatically, but then when the vote came in, it was still in many
ways disappointing, and our task, it seems to me, is to so govern this
country and lead it in terms of wisdom and in terms of effectiveness,
in terms of truthfulness and obeying the law and the other things, that
we can restore that trust, that sense of caring and believing that's
at the heart of this nation's future, it seems to me, and I believe
we can do it, but that's the key task for us.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Senator, let me pass on to you a very, very earthy

comment made by a very dear friend of us both, whom I won't identify
by name--perhaps the language will identify him.

He said, you know, I

hope this fellow Jimmy Carter remembers that it was that strange,
Hungarian goulash called the Democratic Party that mattered enormously
in the end.

He says he's beholden to nobody;

he should be beholden

to that, and he made the observation, you know, labor, too.

He said,

those fellows in labor set up the phone banks, he said you might not
they
ever award them a beauty contest and perhaps sometimes /need a can of
Right Guard, but he said that, too, was an essential part of the victory, and I hope that Carter remembers it.
that?

Do you think Carter senses
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SEN. MONDALE:

There's no question that all that is true, and

many, many people helped.

Let's just point out something.

For the

first time in 9 I don't know how many years, the south went solidly
for Governor Carter, and that shows a tremendous affection and respect,
crossing party lines, breaking with tradition, in that whole area, that
was the key to this victory.
MR. AGRONSKY:

Bob Dole says that meant they were voting accent.

SEN. MONDALE:

No, they know Carter and they like him, and that is

a great tribute to Mr. Carter's personal appeal and a great, I think,
one of the most hopeful things that's happened in this country in a
long time, because we had to get over this disgrace that if you were
a southerner you couldn't be president.
MR. AGRONSKY:

He's helped do that.

Well, do you think you're going to have a good

president?
SEN. MONDALE:

I know it.

MR. AGRONSKY:

And you're going to be a good vice president.

SEN. MONDALE:

I'm sure of that.

MR. AGRONSKY:

Thank you, Senator.

Senator Dole.

I'm leaving you to go to

Is there anything you want me to tell him?

SEN. MONDALE:

Give him my best wishes.

MR. AGRONSKY:

I sure will.

SEN. MONDALE:

Thank you.

Thank you.

